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Book Three of the Gallaghers of Ardmore TrilogyWalk with #1 New York Times bestselling author

Nora Roberts in the shadow of an ancient tower and hear a story of dreams fulfilled and wishes

come trueâ€¦Darcy Gallagher has always believed in the pull of fate, the magic of legendâ€¦and the

importance of money. She longs to find a rich man who will sweep her awayâ€”into a world filled with

glamour and adventure, and the exotic life that is her destinyâ€¦A wealthy businessman with Irish

blood, Trevor Magee has come to Ardmore to build a theaterâ€”and to uncover the secrets hidden in

his familyâ€™s past. He thought he had given up on love long ago, but Darcy Gallagher tempts him

like no woman ever has. Sheâ€™s gorgeous and intelligent, and she knows what she wantsâ€”and

heâ€™s more than willing to give it to her. But as their mutual attraction flares into passion, they look

into their heartsâ€”and find out what happens when you truly believe.Don't miss the other books in

the Gallaghers of Ardmore trilogyJewels of the SunTears of the MoonFrom the Trade Paperback

edition. --This text refers to the Mass Market Paperback edition.
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I love, love, love these books; the kind I couldn't wait to finish, yet didn't want to end. Nora Roberts

is a genius, pure and simple..but really not simple. Her characters are so real, and the Gallaghers

are so warm, so quirky, they have me talking back to them. This one, with Darcy and Trev is the

wildest. Darcy is a piece of work to be reckoned with, and Trevor reckons he'll handle it. Hah!I adore

the books, set in Ireland, with it's magic, legends, and Faeries. I was able to lose myself, for a while,



in the warmth, and "rightness", away from all the "wrongness" going on in the real world.

The Gallaghers of Ardmore trilogy is a gorgeous story of two brothers and a sister in a tiny village in

Ireland. Each book in the series follows one sibling on their way to finding love. Nora Roberts has

painted a rich, luscious picture of life in this tiny town, the culture, music, history of a wonderful

people. She has brought legend and fantasy life here to make the story just a little magical. She

made me want to go there, to meet her characters who I have fallen in love with, to walk the green

hills and wander among the ancient ruins that dot the landscape, to sit in the Gallagher's pub and

have a pint among the lovely characters in her stories.

I loved Jewels of the Sun and really liked Tears of the Moon, but it was a struggle to read each word

of the last in the Gallagher's trilogy. I mean, what did it take for Trevor to realize that he had to tell

her he loved her? About 3/4 of the way through the book, I considered just stopping, but since I'm

reading, in part, for research and education, I forced myself to finish it. But, really, it was a

disappointment, particularly if you've read the first 2 in the series.You know the couple is going to

get together. Heck, you knew it by the end of book 2. And belaboring the "she likes nice things and

wants to travel" and "he likes to build things from the bottom up" premise was just way too

boring.Sorry, Nora. I'd give my left middle finger to have half your talent, but this was not your best

effort.

Excellent storyline. Perfect way to end the trilogy while keeping the reader wanting more. Totally

enjoyed all 3 novels, but this one was the best. No one would be sorry to read this. The plot followed

the premise of the 3, but the characters were different in their style and portrayals. Adding other

locales though for a short while, expanded the story and kept the reader wanting to find out what

happened next. Missed the weddings in all novels and the short mention at the beginning of the

next novel just wasn't enough. A wedding at the end of the final book would have made the book

absolutely perfect! Enjoy this one!!!

The Gallagher family. Legend of Carrik and Gwen. Fairie Hill Cottage. Trilogy of three spellbinding

love stories set in Ireland,Ardmore county. I loved reading all about each one of their stories and

feel it captures the magic of Ireland and its folklore. Just love Nora Roberts.....Terri McNamara

Very good read. A slow beginning, but it pulls you in . I also enjoyedthe way this whole family loved ,



trusted and took care of each other.The way Nora Roberts described the town and surrounding area

waswonderful. The ghost and fairi was also a nice touch.

This is the last book in the trilogy. It was different from the others. For me it was harder to get into. I

continued to read this book to mostly find out what happened with Prince Carrick and Lady Gwen. If

not for that I would probably not have finished it. I love Nora Roberts books but wish she wouldn't

use such bad language. That is totally unnecessary and a turn of for a lot of readers.

I loved this series. When I read the last book in the trilogy I wanted to know more. Surely the

Gallaghers could lead to more books. I want to know about the travels and about the kids to come.

It's in reading this trilogy that I realized my heart is Irish even if my nationality isn't.
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